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Introduction 

 

In January 2016, I visited two companies in Beijing that concentrate on social networking and 

social media among gay men: Blued and ZANK. The founders of both companies (Geng Le and 

Ling Jueding) came out as gay. In 2015, Ling Jueding (ZANK) even held a public themed 

wedding “Love Bravely” (勇敢爱), which was remarkable in the Chinese context.1  

According to Geng Le and Ling Jueding, strategies for emancipating homosexuality that are 

often pursued in the global West – street protest, public demonstration, and social movements 

that entail physical congregation – are very unlikely to take place under China’s political regime.  

To gain recognition for homosexuality and increase gay visibility, the two founders opted for 

what they called an app-based pink economy (粉红经济). By this they worked on apps that 

provide same-sex sociality, entertainment, and online shopping. For them, this was a more 

feasible route towards the emergence of an open, tolerable, and even equal society in China. 

Innovation in China’s digital gay market certainly accelerated with the launch of Blued and 

ZANK in 2012 and 2013 respectively. At the beginning, the two apps provided location-based 

dating, allowing gay men to find other men in their proximity. Now, they have expanded their 

functionalities to include live streaming, online shopping, gaming, and overseas surrogacy 

consultation.2 Their innovative apps appeared to break into a previously untapped market. The 

explosive growth of gay-themed products and services also begot new start-ups and business 

models, examples of which include film studios that produce homosexuality-themed dramas, 

which are distributed online, and male-dominated live streaming apps (e.g., Xiandanjia and 

Peepla), which allow viewers to send male live streamers virtual gifts bought with real money. 

The mere four years spent writing this dissertation has seen the emergence of a gay celebrity-

based fan economy, in which gay men with a large following are invited to post paid selfies with 

fashion labels and cosmetic brands (e.g., Kiehl’s) on dating apps. These market innovations 

differentiate Chinese gay dating apps from their Western equivalents such as Grindr, Hornet, and 

Jack’d in many ways. While Western gay dating apps primarily center on location-based 

                                                
1 http://www.sohu.com/a/285400720_120078003 (accessed 26 July 2018) 
2 Blued established a subsidy called Blued Baby (http://www.bluedbaby.com/). Blued Baby provides services to 

Chinese gay men who seek to have children. It serves as an intermediary that bridges Chinese gay male clients with 

overseas surrogacy agencies. Prior to Blued, ZANK also provided such services in its app before it was shut down. 

http://www.sohu.com/a/285400720_120078003
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browsing, Chinese gay dating apps operate more as a multipurpose platform on which gay men 

arrange their everyday lives (Figure 1). As their founders had suggested, these multipurpose 

platforms indeed seemed to be a promising way to increase gay visibility. 

 

 

Figure 1: The user interface of Blued. The buttons in the menu bar at the bottom of the screen are, from left to right, 

“Browse”, “Chat”, “Buzz”, “Live”, and “More”. Under “More” are options for digital top-ups, HIV testing, gaming, 

online shopping, and overseas surrogacy consultations. 

 

On 2 April 2017, however, ZANK was unexpectedly closed by the Chinese authorities. The 

shutdown followed an announcement published by the Cyberspace Administration of China 

(CAC, 国家互联网信息办公室), in which a total number of eighteen live streaming platforms, 
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including ZANK and BlueSky (another gay app) were permanently removed for disseminating 

illegal content. According to CAC, these eighteen platforms failed to establish the effective 

censorship mechanism expected by the Chinese government. More specifically, the official 

announcement said the sanctioned apps allowed live streamers to dress in military and police 

uniforms, dress and behave in sexually provocative ways, and publicize personal contacts for the 

purposes of prostitution.3  

The closure of ZANK is not an isolated case. On 9 November 2017, Peepla became the first 

criminal case against gay live streaming apps, with a number of staff detained, male streamers 

arrested, and the corporate representative wanted by the police.4 If the closure of ZANK was an 

administrative punishment for the company’s transgression of the rules surrounding “legal 

content”, the clampdown on Peepla sent a clear message that male-dominated live streaming 

apps are liable to criminal prosecution for their bold and often transgressive expressions of same-

sex eroticism.  

The shutdowns of ZANK and Peepla, however, have by no means affected the rapid growth 

of China’s digital pink market. In February 2018, Blued received an investment of 100 million 

US dollars, the single largest venture capital investment in the company since its launch. This 

investment specifically aimed for international expansion and transnational acquisition.5 In my 

interview with Xiao Qiang, a female entrepreneur who founded Aloha (a Tinder-like gay male 

dating app), she did not consider the closure of ZANK as a warning with implications for 

Aloha’s business expansion. On the contrary, she described China’s policy on homosexuality as 

tolerable. She stressed how although the government restricts representations of homosexuality 

in film, television, and online distributed movie/drama, it does at the very least acknowledge gay 

men’s need for social connection. In principle, there are no special regulations for companies 

providing services exclusively to homosexuals. “The regulation for gay apps is the same with 

mainstream apps”, she added, concluding that illegal content, mostly pornography, was a 

common occurrence on all apps. In all cases, it was dealt with a “zero-tolerance” approach.  

Perhaps no gay apps in the West (e.g., Grindr and Hornet) face such a politically precarious 

environment as that negotiated by their Chinese equivalents. And yet, despite the far-reaching 

                                                
3 http://www.cac.gov.cn/2017-04/02/c_1120740991.htm (accessed 3 April 2017) 
4 https://www.weibo.com/5568732825/FuidqzWTw?filter=hot&root_comment_id=0&type=comment  (access 9 

November 2017) 
5 http://tech.qq.com/a/20180202/021145.htm (accessed 7 June 2018) 

http://www.cac.gov.cn/2017-04/02/c_1120740991.htm
https://www.weibo.com/5568732825/FuidqzWTw?filter=hot&root_comment_id=0&type=comment
http://tech.qq.com/a/20180202/021145.htm
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censorship regime, China’s digital gay market continues to grow at an accelerating rate. In terms 

of the manifold innovation of functionalities, this market even surpasses the West. 

These observations present us with an interesting paradox. While several homosexuality-

focused apps have been sanctioned as a consequence of sexual censorship, such censorship also 

inspires new monetization tactics other than providing sexual content. To explain this paradox, I 

chose Blued as the primary case study for this dissertation because it is the world’s most 

populous gay dating app with 40 million users, about 70% of them domestic.6 That said, the 

cases of ZANK and Aloha also provide valuable points of comparison to reflect upon the 

complex political economic context in which Chinese gay male dating apps operate. A 

particularly stark difference is that whereas ZANK was closed in 2018, Blued has developed a 

monopoly on the Chinese gay dating market, with a market share of 90%.7 To explain this 

contrast, and tease out the details and processes of the growing market, a comparative analysis 

between Blued and ZANK is helpful. My main research questions are: how do businesses based 

on gay dating apps develop amid close state surveillance and how do users’ sexual and intimate 

desires shape and transform China’s digital pink economies and homosexual cultural politics? 

In China’s elaborate censorship apparatus, no single regulation is devised particularly for 

homosexuality. And yet, accounts of homosexuality appear in myriad (semi-)official regulatory 

documents. “Pornography”, “obscenity”, and “vulgarity” are three terms frequently used to refer 

to homosexuality in these regulations. While the practice of censorship constrains homosexual 

content production, the flourishing market for gay apps suggests that censorship does not 

eliminate online homosexual expression entirely. In fact, the practice of censorship varies 

depending on the media format. While print and TV are owned by the state, and therefore are 

extremely controlled, the internet is, to a large extent, operated by private companies. As such, 

internet companies enjoy comparatively more freedom in content production. This is clear in 

how the Chinese government supervises television/films and live streaming differently. More 

specifically, censorship authorities manage the former as studio productions, whereas they 

approach the latter as a form of user-generated content. It is difficult to apply standardized 

censorship procedures to live streaming platforms, for the content that they host is more personal 

                                                
6 https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro (accessed 12 October 2017) 
7 https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro (accessed 12 October 2017) 

https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro
https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro
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and amateur. The sheer volume of user-generated content also undercuts the effectiveness of top-

down, streamlined censorship.   

This study distinguishes two approaches to censoring homosexuality. The first is imposed on 

organizational content production. The second bears upon individual expression. These two 

types of censorship by no means operate separately. On the contrary, they shape online 

homosexual content production in interconnected ways. The government seldom controls 

individuals’ online expressions directly, but regulates gay men’s live streams through dating 

platforms. Chinese gay dating apps therefore are positioned between their users and the 

government in practicing censorship. More specifically, gay dating apps are responsible to the 

authorities regarding the production of content. Simultaneously, gay dating apps monitor users’ 

online expression. Individual users can channel their agency creatively into the content 

production of gay dating apps as a whole. This interconnectedness of censorship bearing upon 

both digital platforms and users’ online behavior is illustrated in the flow chart given below. I 

will go on to explain this chart in what follows. The themes that it presents will be analyzed in 

each chapter. 
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the degree to which sexual expression is permissible and tolerable to the government. In view of 

this, censorship profoundly shapes and transforms these apps’ business models. In Chapters 1 

and 4, I analyze how the business legitimacy of gay digital platforms is negotiated in relation to 

censorship and how this process has shaped the development of their business models.  

At the individual level, censorship also engenders new forms of self-representation in users’ 

online dating profiles. More specifically, users boil down their physical traits (e.g., weight and 

height) and personality into data points represented by digital numbers and tags. As I will discuss 

in Chapter 2, Chinese gay men use these data to navigate social networking and pinpoint their 

sexual desires.  

While the affordances of hooking up online offer sexual gratification for some, there are also 

gay men watching live streaming and pursuing what they see as emotional satisfaction by 

sending digital gifts to gay streamers. On the whole, these gift-givers tend to be either 

heterosexually married or living in small cities where physical social networking sites for 

homosexuals are limited. A wide array of normative values (such as gender conformance, the 

heterosexual norm, and conservative sexual expression) incites these viewers to seek an 

alternative form of virtual affective encounter, as opposed to physical sexual encounters. These 

affective encounters help alleviate the emotional pressure of living a heterosexual life. However, 

the majority interviewed viewers and gay live streamers often considered the accumulation of 

money through live streaming shameful because it associated financial transactions with gay 

sexualities. In China, and elsewhere, the idea of exchanging intimacy for money induces strong 

feelings of shame; culturally, such transactions are seen as “polluted” (Zelizer, 2005; Nayar, 

2017). This money-polluted and sexually charged imagination of gay live streaming induces 

shaming practices among viewers and even some gay streamers. Gay streamers with a large 

online following are often the target of shaming. These issues will be discussed in Chapter 3.  

Although the fear of being shamed prompts practices of self-censorship in online 

performances, the negative feelings produced by shaming have also been enrolled to transform 

Chinese gay male subjectivities. According to the Chinese censorship, expressions of sexiness, 

erotic, and crossing-dressing are considered vulgar. Despite this, some gay live streamers use 

these methods to enhance their online popularity. These streamers’ pursuit of online fame thus 

challenges the normative discipline of sexual censorship. I will discuss this issue in Chapter 5. 

Together, gay men’s self-representation in data, sexual/intimate desires, and the pursuit of online 
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fame and money constitute a cultural politics that goes beyond the emancipation of sexual 

identities.  

Terminologies 

 

Studying same-sex desires and practices requires an acute sensitivity to terminology (Boellstorff 

& Leap, 2004). In China, a variety of terms can refer to male same-sex relationships. For 

example, the term tongzhi, which literally means “comrade”, is a politicized same-sex identity in 

the Chinese-speaking world (Chou, 2001; Bao, 2018). In the late 1990s, Chinese homosexuals 

also started to call themselves gay (Rofel, 2007). Because of this variety of same-sex terms, this 

study takes an inclusive approach, using gay and homosexuals interchangeably to refer to the 

users of gay dating apps. This approach not only captures the unfinished, fragmented, non-

monolithic, and dynamic character of Chinese homosexual identity making processes. It also 

grasps how Chinese homosexual identities are simultaneously local and global. As Lisa Rofel 

argues, gay identity in China is “neither another exemplar of a global gay identity nor mere local 

particularity” (Rofel, 2007, p.89). Rather, it demonstrates dynamic processes of transcultural 

practices in which sex, desire, and sexual identities combine in the search for cultural belonging. 

Similarly, China’s gay dating market has become increasingly globalized, not least given that 

Grindr has been fully acquired by a Chinese gaming company and Blued is partially funded by 

foreign venture capital. In this context, the owners of Chinese gay dating apps often use different 

same-sex terms to appeal to users, investors, and even the government for different purposes. 

Economic practices and transnational capital expansion therefore shape Chinese homosexual 

identities. I will expand on this point in the following sections.  

Because of the diversity of homosexual identities in China, I did not ask how gay dating 

users understand their sexual identities, whether they use gay, tongzhi/comrade, or other 

collective sexual signifiers. Instead, I am more interested in how their lived, felt, and embodied 

experiences of using gay dating apps give rise to a cultural world. In doing so, this study shifts 

the focus in thinking about China’s homosexual cultural politics from identity formation, 

community organization, and media (mis)representation to the everyday sexual and emotional 

desires and related personal and bodily performances afforded by gay digital platforms. 
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It is equally important to point out that this study only draws on data from gay male dating 

apps. The Chinese lesbian dating market resembles the gay male one with respect to 

functionalities such as location-based browsing and live streaming. With a few exceptions, such 

as Tingting Liu’s (2017) study of the Chinese lesbian app Lesdo, Chinese lesbian dating apps 

have so far received very little scholarly attention. The comparative lack of studies on lesbian 

dating apps is found not only in China but elsewhere too. Sarah Murray and Megan Sapnar 

Ankerson (2016) found that lesbian users take more time in building online connections than gay 

men do, which slows down processes of generating revenue. This explains partly why studies on 

lesbian dating apps have remained scarce.  

Central to my argument is that the Chinese censorship on gay dating apps and their users are 

interconnected and mutually enforce another. Together, these factors frame the contours of the 

political economy and cultural politics of Chinese gay dating apps. The following sections of this 

introduction are structured as follows. First, drawing on scholarship of Chinese gay studies and 

China studies (particularly in relation to media censorship), I discuss how the censorship of 

homosexuality developed and shifted since the establishment of People’s Republic of China in 

1949. Then I situate Chinese gay dating apps in relation to two strands of scholarship: platform 

studies and Chinese gay studies, examining how censorship shapes and transforms the political 

economy and cultural politics of Chinese gay dating apps. After that, I will introduce the 

methodology and provide chapter outlines. 

The Chinese Censorship on Homosexuality 

 

In this section, I first review why the contemporary censorship of homosexuality connects 

intricately with China’s socialist past and how it has been shaped and transformed by China’s 

economic reform since 1978. I then discuss how censorship has developed into an institutional 

force that regulates as well as animates the cultural industries and digital economies that concern 

homosexuality. 
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Stigmatized Same-sex Desire from 1949 to the Present 

 

When a knowledge apparatus is established in relation to an object, it tends to be for the purpose 

of producing a subject that can be regulated (Foucault, 1990). In the case of China’s censorship 

of homosexuality (the subject), this knowledge consists of, and is fueled by, stigmatized 

homosexual desire (the object). In the first three decades of the People’s Republic of China (i.e., 

1949 – 1978), (homo)sexuality was a terrain of ideological confrontation between a supposedly 

superior socialism and capitalist inferiority (Zhang, 2015). In this context, any type of sexual 

desire – regardless of sexual orientation – was defined as exploitative, an effect of Western 

capitalism. As such, sexual desire was framed as individual and hedonistic – two traits that were 

not becoming of proper socialist subjects (Bao, 2012). Chinese socialism therefore distinguished 

itself from capitalism as a non-sexual society (Zhang, 2015). Non-reproductive sex became 

highly politicized and stigmatized during this period. 

Homosexuality, for example, was seen as the epitome of capitalist vice and therefore 

incompatible with the values of the Communist party-state. With these political discourses, the 

party-state sought to resist Western imperialism and justify its socialist regime (Zhang, 2015). 

However, China’s party-state simultaneously leaned on Western medical knowledge to classify 

homosexuality as a mental disease for its own convenience (Kong, 2016). In deploying this 

pathological term, socialist China developed a counter-discourse through which it meant to resist 

capitalist ideologies. Shaped by this construal of socialism, homosexuality was criminalized as 

“hooliganism” until 1997 and pathologized as a mental disorder until 2001. 

In the wake of China’s market reform in 1978, the ideological tension between socialist 

China and the capitalist West waned. This made way for new articulations of same-sex desire 

(Ho, 2010). The influx of Western neoliberal discourses that advocated sexual emancipation as a 

symbol of modernity precipitated a cultural fever, in which homosexuality was hailed as avant-

garde (Rofel, 2007). Nonetheless, stigmatizing discourses surrounding same-sex desire did not 

abate. Quite the opposite, the intense shame associated with homosexuality increased with 

China’s economic upturn. The emergence of rural-to-urban male sex workers (often known as 

“money boys” or abbreviated as “MB”) and the outbreak of HIV/AIDS epidemic disconcerted 

the public. They bolstered the idea that homoeroticism was a source of social instability and 

deadly threat to public health (Zhang, 2014; Kong, 2016). In the following years, lingering 
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socialist discourses combined with the newly unleashed market energy produced a wide array of 

cultural regulations, which, more often than not, portrayed homosexuality as a threat to the 

socialist material and spiritual civilizations (社会主义物质文明与精神文明).8 In view of this, it 

should come as no surprise that homosexuality was misrepresented in mainstream media as a 

threat to heterosexual norms and source of health risks and social instability (Chang & Ren, 

2017). 

Hence, although the market reform of 1978 opened up space for the resurgence of sexual 

cultures in China (Rofel, 2007; Ho, 2010; Kong, 2016), it also brought government regulations 

regarding same-sex prostitution and representation. A regulation effected in 1988 (hereafter “the 

1988 sexual regulation”) makes homosexuality one of the defining elements of pornographic and 

obscene publications.9 The principle that homosexuality is an unspoken measure of obscenity and 

pornography has been in force ever since. This regulation is enforced by a task force called the 

National Work Group for Combating Pornography and Illegal Publications (全国 “扫黄打非” 

工作小组, hereafter “NWGCPIP”). The Communist Party of China (CCP) directly leads the 

NWGCPIP – a nation-wide surveillance network comprising 28 government departments and 

CCP organizations.10 Of these departments, the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC)11 

and the Ministry of Culture12 are especially prominent in regulating representations of 

homosexuality on the internet. 

The NWGCPIP was complemented by another regulatory force for homosexual content 

production: government-affiliated industrial associations. The China Television Drama 

Production Industry Association (中国电视剧制作产业协会) and China Netcasting Services 

Association (中国网络视听节目服务协会) are two cases in point. Aligning with the NWGCPIP, 

the two Associations defined homosexuality as abnormal sexual relationships, juxtaposing 

homosexuality with incest, sexual deviance, sexual assault, sexual abuse, and sexual violence 

                                                
8 http://www.shdf.gov.cn/shdf/contents/706/44451.html  (accessed 16 June 2018) 
9 http://www.shdf.gov.cn/shdf/contents/708/202884.html (accessed 16 June 2018) 
10 http://www.shdf.gov.cn/shdf/contents/708/202884.html (accessed 16 June 2018) 
11 Provisions on the Administration of Internet Live-Streaming Services (互联网直播服务管理规定). See 

http://www.cac.gov.cn/2016-11/04/c_1119847629.htm (accessed 30 June 2017) 
12 Notice of the Ministry of Culture on Issuing the Measures for the Administration of Cyber Performance Business 

Operations (文化部关于印发《网络表演经营活动管理办法》的通知). See 

https://www.mct.gov.cn/whzx/ggtz/201612/t20161212_695631.htm (accessed 7 January 2019) 

http://www.shdf.gov.cn/shdf/contents/706/44451.html
http://www.shdf.gov.cn/shdf/contents/708/202884.html
http://www.shdf.gov.cn/shdf/contents/708/202884.html
http://www.cac.gov.cn/2016-11/04/c_1119847629.htm
https://www.mct.gov.cn/whzx/ggtz/201612/t20161212_695631.htm
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under the umbrellas of “pornography”, “obscenity”, and “vulgarity”.13 Homosexual content 

therefore is vulnerable to sanctions under the rubrics of pornography and obscenity in the 

cultural industry. These regulations might be seen as continuing the stigmatizing of homosexual 

desire in previous decades, during which homosexuality was regarded as political misconduct 

irreconcilable with the socialist regime. Still, I would stress that in the first decade of market 

reform, emergent censorship of homosexuality in the cultural industries in fact signified a 

transformation of regulation, which moved from castigating homosexuality as political 

misconduct to banning illegal content. The discourse of illegal content now associates 

homosexuality with feelings of shame induced by the sanctions imposed on pornography, 

obscenity, and vulgarity. 

China’s market reform brought labor migration and social stratification. Against this 

backdrop, the stigmatization of homosexuality also became associated with prostitution, 

particularly with the emergence of money boys: men who sell sex to men. Urban male 

homosexuals often assumed that money boys were rural-to-urban migrants (Rofel, 2007; Kong, 

2016). Desiring urban modernity, money, and respectability, money boys often occupied a 

disadvantaged position (Kong, 2016). Represented and judged by urban male homosexuals as 

money-hungry predators that placed sex above love, money boys were blamed for linking 

homosexuality to prostitution in the mainstream imagination (Rofel, 2007, 2010). Based on this 

rural-urban divide, the discourse of “the quality (suzhi) of desire” started to pervade urban gay 

space (Rofel, 2007). This deepened the existing division between notions of good/proper 

homosexuals and bad/improper homosexuals (Rofel, 2007). Consequently, paid sex, along with 

its assumed rurality and promiscuity, were increasingly stigmatized inside the Chinese 

homosexual community itself (Rofel, 2007; Kong, 2016). The shame attached to money boys’ 

perceived rural origin and economic status produced further stigmas surrounding same-sex 

desires.  

Disputes over sex have not only been found in the Chinese gay community, but also in 

scholarly debates. In his critique of Tiantian Zheng’s (2015) sexually charged account of Chinese 

male homosexuals in her monograph Tongzhi Living: Men Attracted to Men in Postsocialist 

China, for example, Wei Wei (2016, p. 827) points out that equating the gay community with sex 

                                                
13 http://www.ctpia.com.cn/exchange/zcxx/2015-12-31/1451534140473.shtml (accessed 8 May 2016) and  

http://www.cnsa.cn/2017/06/30/ARTIKOI5FW9ytSArVh7Y61AC170630.shtml  (accessed 30 June 2017) 

http://www.ctpia.com.cn/exchange/zcxx/2015-12-31/1451534140473.shtml
http://www.cnsa.cn/2017/06/30/ARTIKOI5FW9ytSArVh7Y61AC170630.shtml
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alone is “one of the most insidious facets of homophobia”. Precisely this issue of how to 

represent sex(uality) is centrally at stake in both censorship and the controversy over money boys, 

which shored up a cultural belief that sex should be confined to loving relationships, segregated 

from monetary transactions, and most of all, kept in private. The stigmas surrounding the mixing 

of sex and money not only spark strong feelings of shame and anxiety among Chinese male 

homosexuals. They also lay the foundation for censorship regulation that defines homosexuality 

as obscenity and pornography. 

 

Sexual-phobic Governance and Internet Censorship on Homosexuality 

 

Whereas the internet is widely considered as having become a conduit for obscene and 

pornographic material, there is much less consensus as to which content should be regarded as 

obscene and pornographic. In China, many official regulatory documents make claims about the 

prevalence of obscenity and pornography, but do little to clarifying the boundaries of these 

phenomena. Tsui (2003) has argued that the Chinese government strategically utilizes “opaque” 

terms as regulatory rules to increase its hold on the internet. These terms therefore become a 

technology of control. Given the lack of clarity about what exactly might constitute an 

infringement, the regulatory rules built around opaque terms often pressurize internet companies 

into policing their content for fear of fines, being shut down, and criminal liability (Chase, 2012; 

Shaw & Zhang, 2018; Bamman, O’Connor, & Smith, 2012). By the same token, vague 

languages such as “pornography”, “obscenity”, and “vulgarity” are open to interpretation. It 

gives the government leeway to launch strikes on homosexual content while making it harder for 

Chinese gay dating companies to establish a definite perimeter for their economic activities. 

Therefore, gay dating apps are held accountable for figuring out where the boundaries between 

and around pornography, obscenity, and vulgarity lie. It is important to point out that Chinese 

censorship affects all sexualities. However, Chinese sexual regulations make homosexuality into 

something of an exception in that they foreclose an entire sexual identity, as opposed to 

ephemeral sexual acts, into obscenity and pornography. For this reason, it should come as no 

surprise that Blued and Aloha take precautionary measures to contain same-sex expressions so as 

to prevent government intervention. 
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In fact, regulating homosexuality as pornography and obscenity are consistent with China’s 

general sex-phobic governance. In her book People’s Pornography: Sex and Surveillance on the 

Chinese Internet, Katrien Jacobs (2012) argues that the Chinese authorities see pornography and 

online sexuality as politically vitalizing and transgressive forces that threaten social stability. 

Sex-negative rhetoric abounds in China’s regulatory documents. For this reason, the Chinese 

heterosexual dating app MoMo reoriented its branding strategy. Whereas it has been previously 

promoted as a hooking-up tool, MoMo now sanitizes its sex-related content so as to align with 

the normative values imposed by sexual censorship (Liu, 2016). In a similar vein, Blued, Aloha, 

and ZANK all put enormous efforts in avoiding being associated with hooking-up. They 

advertised themselves as digital platforms for health education and leisure lifestyles. Despite 

their efforts of creating a socially responsible and economically contributive gay image, the only 

political payback they received was partial government tolerance, not official approval. This 

tolerance is subject to change depending on the prevailing political atmosphere. 

Besides sex-phobic internet governance, the issue of homosexuality faces another critical 

challenge on account of its close connections with human rights in international politics. The 

majority of Chinese homosexuals are skeptical about associating homosexuality with human 

rights and consciously distance themselves from the human rights framings (Ho, 2010). The 

reason behind this is that the Chinese government views human rights concerning homosexuality 

as, first, a sensitive topic that jeopardizes political stability, second, a foreign intervention in 

local affairs (Ho, 2010). Empirical studies support this observation. Based on survey and 

interview data, Hildebrandt (2012) argues that the survival and organizational work of Chinese 

LGBT NGOs are highly dependent on local governments. For this reason, local LGBT 

movements, despite owing much to global civil society and international donors, rely on 

transnational connections to a more limited degree than might be expected (Hildebrandt, 2012). 

Based on the regulations and literature outlined above, it can be concluded that China’s 

censorship of homosexuality aims to maintain social and political stability by regulating both 

online homosexual expression and content production. 

As indicated above, actual content regulations seldom elucidate notions of “pornography”, 

“obscenity”, and “vulgarity” as clearly restricted domains. This allows for ambiguity and 

flexibility in implementing these guidelines. To understand how homosexuality is regulated as an 

obscene and pornographic subject in China’s internet censorship, it is crucial to examine the 
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ways in which policymakers explicate the two terms. After all, although their prescriptions are 

fixed in the written form, their implementation is often subject to variation, allowing individual 

public servants to give multiple explanations. For this reason, the unwritten definitions of 

“pornography” and “obscenity” as two established categories that regulate homosexual content 

may have played an important role in censorship. 

In a media interview, Chinese policymakers acknowledged the difficulty of defining 

“pornography” and “obscenity”, yet they took up the challenge anyway.14 According to them, the 

category of “obscenity” can be drawn from seven aspects: 

 

1. Obscenely portrays sex acts, intercourses, and their subjective experiences in detail 

2. Promotes pornographic and lewd images 

3. Obscenely portrays and imparts sex skills 

4. Portrays incest, rape, and other sexual crimes with meticulous methods and steps that may induce crimes 

5. Portrays sex acts of minors and children in detail 

6. Obscenely portrays homosexual acts (同性恋行为), deviant acts, violence related to sexual deviance, abuse, 

and insult in detail 

7. Other obscene portrayals of sex acts that regular people cannot stand15 

 

By contrast, policymakers refer to pornography as content that is not obscene in general but 

contains partial aspects of the seven traits set out above.16 In light of these definitions, in 

particular the sixth aspect, all homosexual content borders on pornography. In practice, 

policymakers are vague about how these regulations have been concretely implemented. In a 

media interview, You Xiaogang, president of the China Television Drama Production Industry 

Association (中国电视剧制作产业协会, an industrial regulator), described the implementation 

of censorship on homosexual content in the following way: 

 

The Paper: Netizens think that the guideline may be discriminatory for juxtaposing homosexuality with 

incest and sexual abuse as abnormal sexual relations.   

You Xiaogang: Not at all. I have no opinion as to whether homosexuality is socially and legally allowed. 

But at the very least, the distribution of homosexual content is not allowed. This guideline only targets the 

industry. There is no need to overly explain this. Could it be said that it is not discriminating if producers 

                                                
14 http://www.infzm.com/content/24242 (accessed 27 November 2017) 
15 http://www.infzm.com/content/24242 (accessed 27 November 2017) 
16 http://www.infzm.com/content/24242 (accessed 27 November 2017) 

http://www.infzm.com/content/24242
http://www.infzm.com/content/24242
http://www.infzm.com/content/24242
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insist on making homosexual content while they are fully aware that there is no way to broadcast? Why 

have problems with money? Why have problems with creative production?17 

 

The years 1997 and 2001 recur as two watersheds in Chinese homosexuality studies. 

Respectively, they signify the end of homosexuals being criminalized in the name of 

“hooliganism” and pathologized in the name of mental health (Ho, 2010; Kong, 2011; Rofel, 

2013; Zheng, 2015). As this interview demonstrates, however, they do not mark an end to the 

stigmatization of homosexuality. Far from it, the interview with policymakers indicates the 

removal of homosexuality from Criminal Law and psychiatric discipline in fact signals the shift 

of control from the political domain to that of cultural industry. In other words, although 

homosexual acts between two individuals are no longer regarded as a political misconduct, crime 

or mental illness,18 the production and distribution of homosexual content is liable to be shut 

down, with those involved receiving criminal penalties on the grounds of pornography and 

obscenity. As a consequence, the discourse on pornography and obscenity has intricate links with 

feelings of shame, profoundly shaping the economic development of Chinese gay dating apps. In 

the next two sections, I situate Chinese gay dating apps in relation to the scholarship in platform 

studies and Chinese gay studies. My discussion emphasizes how internet censorship and gay 

men’s sexual/intimate desires are intertwined to shape and transform the political economy and 

cultural politics of Chinese gay dating apps. 

Digital Platforms, Censorship, and the Political Economy of Gay Dating Apps 

 

Gay dating app studies have emerged as a sub-field of app studies (Wu & Ward, 2018). 

Examining the ways in which users use dating apps to represent themselves, find sex partners, 

engage in sex work, and reinforce homonormativity by enclosing sex in private homes, these 

studies tend to focus on the individual level (Blackwell et al, 2014; Roth, 2014; Race, 2015a, 

2015b; Licoppe, et al, 2015; Chan, 2016; Tziallas, 2015; Phillips, 2015; Brennan, 2017). That 

said, Albury and her colleague (2017) represent an exception in that they approach dating apps as 

                                                
17 https://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1439971 (accessed 6 March 2016) 
18 According to the China’s Criminal Law, sexual activities involving more than two people, regardless of gender, is 

“the crime of assembling a crowd to engage in sexual promiscuity” (聚众淫乱罪). See 

http://www.npc.gov.cn/wxzl/gongbao/2000-12/17/content_5004680.htm (accessed 6 May 2019). 

https://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1439971
http://www.npc.gov.cn/wxzl/gongbao/2000-12/17/content_5004680.htm
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a site of data production and examine how user data can be monetized through membership fees 

and advertisement. Yet, despite the rich scholarship on gay dating app studies, the political 

economic context in which these gay apps operate remains by and large unexamined. 

To address this lacuna, this study combines gay dating app scholarship with digital platform 

studies literature. Digital platforms studies involve a wider array of apps (e.g., Facebook, 

YouTube, Uber, and Airbnb) and often provoke political and economic concerns around public 

values such as privacy, data transparency, security, journalistic independence, and tax duties. 

Against this backdrop, scholars have suggested that governments should act proactively on 

behalf of citizens to regulate and control digital platforms rather than leave these issues to the 

market (van Dijck, Poell & de Waal, 2018; Srnicek, 2017). De Kloet, Poell, Zeng, and Chow 

(2019) point out Chinese digital platforms present a very odd case with regard to this call for 

more regulation because government regulation and intervention are already omnipresent. Indeed, 

the developmental trajectories of Blued, Aloha, and ZANK show how the struggle for economic 

growth often stands at odds with government regulation. Throughout their development, these 

gay apps have to negotiate with censorship to carve out a safe space for business. In the 

remainder of this section, I will delineate how censorship has shaped and transformed the 

political economic landscape of online homosexual content in China.  

For gay dating app developers, despite the 1988 sexual regulation of homosexuality, the 

internet created a temporary virtual space in which homosexual cultures could develop, for it 

took time for the government to develop a regulatory framework. Owing to this time lag, a 

number of gay websites were established and popularized in the late 1990s (Ho, 2010). These 

websites normally consisted of homosexual novels, chat rooms, and hyperlinks to local and 

global homosexual news and information (Ho, 2010). By circulating homosexual novels and 

Western LGBT information, these websites helped foster an online homosexual community that 

was still in a formative stage. Danlan (淡蓝), a gay website and the predecessor of Blued, was 

also established during this period. 

In 2004, the NWGCPIP brought its task force to the internet for the first time.19 A number of 

websites were shut down for hosting homosexual novels and half-nude male images (Ho, 2010). 

Consequently, the founders of these websites had to wrestle with censorship for legal status. 

Legal status would secure visibility – not only for same-sex identification, but also for attracting 

                                                
19 http://www.infzm.com/content/101018 (accessed 27 November 2017) 

http://www.infzm.com/content/101018
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advertising revenue. As HIV/AIDS prevention became the only framework within which the 

Chinese government allowed homosexual organizations to exist (Wei, 2015; Zheng, 2015; 

Deklerck, 2017; Bao, 2018), Danlan started to align itself with public health as of 2007. This 

participation in the HIV/AIDS prevention secured Danlan a partially legal space for future 

development. 

As early gay websites morphed into today’s dating apps, they became a major site on which 

gay men arranged their homosexual lives. Although agencies such as LGBT NGOs, queer 

independent filmmakers, and activists also utilized social media to give voice to their agendas, 

the internet did not lie at the heart of their activities. They considered social media as an 

alternative channel for promotion and distribution rather than a site where homosexual cultures 

nest and grow (Shaw & Zhang, 2018). Whereas NGOs and independent films cover only a small 

part of the LGBT population, gay dating apps are home to approximately 40 million gay men.20 

Unlike the political nature of LGBT NGOs and independent films, gay dating apps are more 

oriented towards economic revenue, personal connections, and other practical matters such as 

child surrogacy. Chinese gay dating apps make profits through advertisements embedded in 

newsfeeds; selling virtual gifts on live streams; retailing products including clothes, skincare, and 

other things in in-app stores; and charging service fees for connecting gay men with overseas 

surrogacy agencies. Simultaneously, gay men can also find hook-ups and partners, and even 

engage in sex work through the geographical browsing offered by these apps (Cai, 2017; Wang, 

2018). These multiple services invite censorship from various government departments. 

Prostitution arranged through geographical browsing, for example, drew attention from the 

police department; erotic demonstrations on live streams became a concern for the culture 

department. The forms of censorship pursued by these multiple departments shape the cultural 

production of gay dating apps in ways that are politically and economically profound. 

For example, Blued developed an interdependent strategy to cope with the government, 

investors, and users – the major three stakeholders in the political economy of Blued. With 

regard to the government, collaborating on HIV/AIDS gleaned political legitimacy for Blued. 

With respect to users, the cultural visibility that Blued embodied often fed into user loyalty. With 

regard to investors, its huge user base and resourceful approach to communicating with the 

government provided two key incentives for investment. Blued’s adherence to censorship, it 

                                                
20 https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro (accessed 9 February 2018) 

https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro
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turned out, is not entirely a constraint. Rather, it is economically productive. This produced 

political effects on the formation of homosexual identities: homosexuality started to be 

recognized through consumer culture, which in turn accelerated Chinese gay dating apps’ 

capitalization processes. 

Between 2013 and 2018, Blued secured seven series of financing. The app remained vague 

as to the exact amount of investment it had received. Ling Jueding, CEO of ZANK, told me that 

if investment figures did not meet expectations, they would be deliberately ambiguous and use 

phrases such as “tens of millions of Chinese yuan” in news releases. Only three of Blued’s seven 

investments have been disclosed the exact figures: the company received about 440,000 US 

dollars in the first round (2013); 30 million US dollars in the third (2014); and 100 million US 

dollars in the seventh.21 This venture capital has made Blued the most promising gay dating app 

in terms of market capitalization. Aloha, by contrast, has so far received investments amounting 

to only 2 million US dollars (interview with Xiao Qiang). ZANK was backed by three 

investments before it was closed. 

Buoyed by these financial successes, Chinese gay dating apps started to brand themselves as 

tech start-ups instead of service providers for homosexuals. To survive censorship, Blued edited 

its product statement, replacing the words “gay” and “tongzhi” with the vague “vertical group” 

(chuizhi renqun 垂直人群) to refer to homosexual users.22 Vertical group is a marketing jargon 

that describes products aimed at a special group with the same or similar interests, as opposed to 

the whole population. By creating a space that blurred tech start-ups with same-sex service 

providers, and vertical groups with male homosexuals, gay cultures thrived on these digital 

platforms. In fact, these ambiguities did not obscure the public perception that Blued, Aloha, and 

ZANK were essentially gay apps. Rather, blurring is a strategy for swaying capricious practices 

of censorship in favor of gay dating apps, so as to establish a secure base for their development. 

In 2016, live streaming became a common strategy for monetizing gay dating apps. The 

increasing number of gay men performing themselves online posed a challenge to Chinese gay 

dating apps, forcing them to determine the degree to which the government would tolerate 

displays of same-sex eroticism. I will explain this in detail in Chapters 3 and 4. Although all 

three apps promulgated strict rules preventing expressions of pornography and obscenity in their 

                                                
21 http://www.bjnews.com.cn/invest/2018/02/02/475082.html (accessed 8 May 2018) 
22 https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro   (accessed 9 February 2018) 

http://www.bjnews.com.cn/invest/2018/02/02/475082.html
https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro
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Terms of Service,23 they still allowed soft erotic displays such as the shirtless flexing of muscles 

and crotch shots at the early stage (i.e., between January 2016 and December 2016). Following a 

regulation on cyber performances released by China’s Ministry of Culture in December 2016,24 

Blued and Aloha adjusted their operations accordingly. They both set up a censorship division to 

monitor live streaming closely around the clock. This regulation also affected mainstream short-

video sharing and live streaming platforms such as Douyin and Kuaishou. The Beijing-based 

Douyin, for example, has a total number of around 30,000 employees, more than a half of whom 

work in a censorship capacity. To reduce personnel costs, most of these censors are based in 

China’s second tier cities (personal communications with Douyin staff, 13 July 2019).  

Given the huge user base of gay apps, the costs of running 24/7 moderation programs, which 

discipline all live streamers into dressing “decently” and talking “properly” before the camera, 

are enormous. In 2018, for example, Aloha had some 50 employees in total, of whom more than 

30 were in the censorship team (which was still expanding). To divert the necessary personnel 

expenditure towards censorship, Aloha was forced to remove a popular game named Werewolf 

from its app in April 2018.25 In stark contrast, only one out of ZANK’s 32 staffs worked full-

time in the censorship division. To cut censorship expenses, ZANK recruited eleven part-time 

examiners for content moderation. Considering its 20 million users, this number of censors was 

apparently not commensurate with the scale of ZANK’s service. This probably led to its 

permanent closure.  

The winding down of ZANK in 2018 prompted Blued to set out more meticulous rules for 

live streaming. Now, Blued forbids streamers to talk about their personal sex life, spread 

hooking-up information, and broadcasting from bathrooms.26 It has also laid down a dress code 

and behavioral conduct for streamers. According to which, neither tights, erotic underwear, see-

through clothes nor short pants cut above the knees are allowed on live streaming.27 Moreover, it 

prohibits cameras being trained for any significant duration on chests, hips, legs, feet, and other 

                                                
23 https://www.blued.cn/live/agreement   (accessed 12 October 2017) 
24 https://www.mct.gov.cn/whzx/ggtz/201612/t20161212_695631.htm   (accessed 7 January 2019) 
25 Werewolf is a popular social game launched in September 2017. However, as it took time for coming up with an 

effective monetization, Aloha terminated the game for cutting personnel and technical costs after it operated 9 

months (Interview with Xiao Qiang, founder of Aloha) 
26 https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LsBozRCYKWUF2uetNTU4zQ (accessed 22 January 2019) 
27 https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LsBozRCYKWUF2uetNTU4zQ (accessed 22 January 2019) 

https://www.blued.cn/live/agreement
https://www.mct.gov.cn/whzx/ggtz/201612/t20161212_695631.htm
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LsBozRCYKWUF2uetNTU4zQ
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LsBozRCYKWUF2uetNTU4zQ
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sexually suggestive body parts, even if they are covered by clothes.28 Despite these terms of 

service, censorship does not eradicate erotic and intimate interactions on gay live streaming. To 

the contrary, censorship transforms the ways in which various viewers’ emotional desires are met 

and gay live streamers find pleasure in the pursuit of online fame by sexualizing themselves. I 

will elaborate this in the next section. 

Sexual/Intimate Desires, Online Fame, and a Cultural Politics Beyond Sexual Identities 

 

In Chinese gay studies, the years 1997 and 2001 come back time and again. They represent two 

watersheds for Chinese gay men, the years in which homosexuals were no longer seen as 

criminal “hooligans” or mentally ill (Ho, 2010; Kong, 2011; Rofel, 2013; Zheng, 2015). 

However, they say little about the actual process of the deregulation of public homosexual 

expression. The legality of homosexuality is conditioned by sexual conformity, which demands 

that homosexuals live in private at the margins of society. Censorship of homosexuality is 

implemented precisely for this aim. 

Nevertheless, this does not mean that Chinese male homosexuals are completely invisible in 

the public domain. The considerable number of digitally modified cultural expressions in coded 

languages that abound on the internet is just one case in point. To avoid confrontation with 

pervasive homophobia in the late 1990s, and censorship in general, early homosexual internet 

users came up with a coded language through which they could represent themselves in a series 

of numbers. Consider an example: “28-180-70-1.” Each of these numbers denotes a gay man’s 

age, height, weight, and sex roles (1 as top, 0 as bottom, and 0.5 as versatile). Serving as a secret 

slang on the internet, male homosexuals used this code to identify each other, express same-sex 

desires, and socialize. The number sequence “419” is another instance. In contrast to the 

common term “hooking up” (yuepao, 约炮, or simply yue, 约), which is widely used on today’s 

gay dating apps, early homosexual internet users in online chatrooms contrived “419”. With this 

number they communicated their intention to have casual sex (in English translation, its meaning 

closely approximates “for one-night stand”) (Cristini, 2005). These coded languages, created and 

                                                
28 https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LsBozRCYKWUF2uetNTU4zQ (accessed 22 January 2019) 

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LsBozRCYKWUF2uetNTU4zQ
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used by male homosexuals, not only shrewdly escaped internet censorship (Ho, 2010), but also 

produced a data-informed dating culture of male homosexuality. 

This technique of self-numbering in digital dating cultures has been further developed on 

gay dating apps. For example, Blued added personality tags, body types, relationship statuses, 

looking for, and the like into its data structure. This provides a rich database for users to browse 

and filter. In this way, gay men’s desires are broken down into data points and followed by 

algorithmic practices. That is, users use the “filter” afforded by Blued to sort out other users 

based on sexual preferences as represented in data. Developed in such a mechanical manner, 

male homosexual dating cultures grow on the internet.  

Creative as they are, data-based dating cultures also usher in a cultural politics of algorithmic 

bias and discrimination among gay users themselves, as I will show in Chapter 2. Inspired by 

data-based online dating and sex cultures, gay men tend to invent more tags/labels with which to 

articulate their desires (Dame, 2015; Oakley 2016). Still, while these tags/labels represent ways 

of meeting gay desires, they also articulate and reproduce bias and discrimination. For example: 

Mu (母), a word linked to female animals in Chinese, is widely used to demean non-gender 

conforming gay men. Fear of being attached to such a tag has frequently led men to censor the 

way in which they present themselves in their user profiles and live streams. As more tags/labels 

are invented, the scope of self-censorship expands from looks and bodies to encompass social 

skills, fame, and lifestyles. 

When gay streamers bring themselves into the public gaze, viewers tend to assign certain 

labels to them based on their online presence. By labels, I mean terms that are commonly used to 

communicate prejudices and desires. Mingyuan (名媛 “female socialite”) and wanghong (网红 

“internet celebrities”) are among the most used labels on gay streamers. These labels were not 

invented by gay men themselves. Initially they described female-gendered subjects and closely 

link to heterosexual cultures. In the Chinese society, mingyuan traditionally refers to decent 

ladies from eminent families. Although wanghong does not solely pertain to women, in the news 

press and existing literature, wanghong are typically gendered female – in particular, the word 

denotes popular female live streamers or females who cultivate a stylish presence on social 

media to attract customers to their online stores (see Wang & Schoenmakers, 2016; Tsoi, 2016; 

Zhang & Hjorth, 2017; Cunningham, Craig, & Lv, 2019; Li, 2019). As these labels are 
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appropriated by Chinese gay men, they become increasingly sexualized, gathering associations 

with promiscuity and transactional relationships. As such, they are laden with stigma.  

Although gay streamers do not regard live streaming as sex work – it involves neither 

physical contact nor virtual nudity showcases – viewers can still be sexually affected. This is 

why censorship tries to sanitize their performances. Live streaming brings gay live streamers 

connections with new people, some of whom may become their patron, financially supporting 

their live streaming career. In my fieldwork, I also found some gay live streamers attract their 

viewers onto WeChat, a more private messaging platform, so as to sell nude pictures, sex videos, 

and even solicit prostitution. Although not all gay streamers steer live streaming in that direction, 

this phenomenon nonetheless brings the stigma of monetary transactions down upon gay live 

streaming. Stigma-induced anxieties often prompt gay streamers to censor their shows. Hence, in 

addition to the surveillance conducted against “pornography,” “obscenity,” and “vulgarity” by 

digital platforms and the government, gay streamers’ self-censorship has become an essential 

part of these apps’ censorship culture. 

Self-censorship also arises among viewers. During my internet ethnography, I interviewed a 

number of heterosexually married male homosexuals who used live streaming to satisfy their 

same-sex desires and emotional needs. Intimately interacting with gay streamers by sending 

virtual gifts, these male viewers usually hid their location information and real age in their dating 

app profiles. As such, these heterosexually married homosexual or bisexual men lived a double 

life. That is, they were caught up in a dual role as seekers of same-sex intimacy on live streaming 

and heterosexual husbands in families. For these men, censorship played a crucial role in both 

their “real” heterosexual lives and “virtual” homosexual lives. The self-censorship practiced by 

both gay live streamers and viewers suggests that censorship has been woven into the everyday 

fabric of homosexual lives. Centrally at stake here is the fact that these gay dating apps tend to 

reinforce heteronormativity in China. This is because they cultivate heterosexually married gay 

viewers’ habit of seeking same-sex intimacy on live streaming while also keeping their 

heterosexual image intact in real life. 

Moreover, as an increasing number of gay live streamers rose to fame, Chinese gay dating 

apps also came up with various schemes to monetize their popularity, such as Blued’s 

“contracted official streamers” (官方签约主播) and Aloha’s “wanghong program” (网红项目). 

In return, these schemes increased the visibility and publicity of those gay streamers. Careful 
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examination of these two schemes reveals that the majority of the selected gay streamers 

represent a very particular persona. They were gender and body conforming, good-looking, 

muscle bound, and stylish. By awarding higher visibility to these selected gay men, Chinese gay 

dating apps also produced a form of homonormativity in the digital domain. 

As outlined above, Chinese gay dating app users seldom focus on the political recognition of 

homosexuality, such as military participation, the legal protection of sexual minorit ies, civic 

union, and same-sex marriage (for a discussion and critique of western LGBT politics, see Bell 

&Binnie, 2000; Warner, 2000; Duggan, 2002). I am not suggesting that these same-sex issues are 

unimportant to Chinese gay men. Campaigns focusing on these issues have, after all, effected 

significant social change by raising public awareness of homosexuality in China. Rather, I want 

to point out that homosexuality is too often addressed as an identity issue. Whereas the enormous 

number of gay dating app users in China indicates that homosexuality is very much about sexual 

and intimate needs, entertainment, and leisure – all of which go beyond identity.  

This can be also illustrated by reference to how Chinese gay dating app owners promote the 

pink economy. The omnipresence of censorship has pushed gay dating companies to pursue 

substantial progressive changes instead of radical claims about same-sex rights. The reasons 

behind this strategy are twofold. First, earning legal status for their economic activities is a 

priority for Chinese gay dating apps. The ways in which they wrestle with censorship imposed 

by different government departments (e.g., the health, the cultural, and the public security) 

themselves suggest a complex play of political struggle, negotiation, and deliberation. Second, 

emerging digital dating technologies indicate a significant change in how same-sex lives are 

lived in China. Ordinary needs for connection, sex, intimacy, and affection among gay men are 

considered more urgent than political recognition.  

This is not to say that it is unnecessary to unite homosexuality as a political group. The point 

is rather that, at the present time, sexuality and desire need to be personalized before they can be 

mobilized for political aims. By personalizing sexuality, I mean that ordinary gay men have to be 

given the opportunity and space to explore their own sexualities and figure out what they want as 

individuals, not bundled into a default political grouping. Personalizing sexuality and desire is 

not equal to producing a privatized, secret version of sexual desires, for the latter shuts 

homosexuality up within private homes and thereby produces homonormativity (Duggan, 2002). 

Since sexual desires entail economic dynamics and political potential – collective or otherwise – 
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they will certainly produce political effects (Sender, 2004; Jacobs, 2012). Because of the lack of 

a political environment for radical gay politics in China, sexual and intimate needs and their 

associated consumption have been foregrounded as an alternative way to achieve gay liberation. 

Even in this gay economy, however, the political interference is centrally involved in form of 

censorship. In the next section, I discuss how censorship is a lived reality for Chinese gay men. 

Attending to everyday censorship, I suggest, can be used to unpack and analyze the complexities 

of the development of gay dating platforms. 

Censorship as a Lived Reality, Censorship as an Analytical Tool 

 

This study moves beyond the essentializing assumption that thinks the censorship of 

homosexuality simply in terms of governmental regulation. It approaches censorship as neither a 

monolithic political machine that hinders gay cultures nor an overwhelming disciplinary force 

that prevents gay men from living the lives they desire. As Jeroen de Kloet (2010, p. 168) puts in 

his study of Chinese rock music, censorship is both “a limiting and a productive force”. By this 

he means that the creative negotiations of regulations on the part of musicians and the industry 

show that censorship “confines the space for rock yet simultaneously creates space for it” (de 

Kloet, 2010, p.190). Likewise, while acknowledging that censorship restricts homosexuality, 

existing scholarship has also emphasized the creative agency of homosexual content producers, 

distributors, and event organizers in negotiating, testing, and pushing the boundaries of 

censorship (Rofel, 2013).  

These creative approaches enroll a variety of non-confrontational tactics. A number of 

examples support this. Interdependent filmmakers distribute LGBT documentaries on social 

media rather than through traditional media broadcasts (Deklerck, 2017; Shaw & Zhang, 2018); 

LGBT NGOs informally lobby trusted government officials to influence policy (Rofel, 2013; 

Cao & Guo, 2016); LGBT activists lead nomadic battles such as sharing software to help users 

get around China’s firewall and use coded languages in online discussions; LGBT NGOs register 

themselves as business networks rather than political organizations; LGBT activists prepare 

contingency plans to ensure that, in the event of a police raid or shut down, their activities can be 

carried out elsewhere or in a different form (Rofel, 2013; Bao, 2018). 
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In her book Censored: Distraction and Diversion Inside China's Great Firewall, Margaret E. 

Roberts (2018) describes China’s censorship regime as “porous.” By this she means censorship 

is “frequently circumvented by savvy internet users, accidentally evaded by citizens wasting time 

on the web, and rarely enforced with punishment” (Roberts, 2018, p.2). In the case of Chinese 

gay dating apps, the contrasting fates of Blued and ZANK indicate that it is difficult to pin down 

a regular pattern in the implementation of censorship on homosexuality. The ambiguity of 

censorship gives rise to a space of contingency that can be creatively negotiated (Tsui, 2003; de 

Kloet, 2010; Bamman et al., 2012). The contrast between the expansion of Blued and the closure 

of ZANK underlines the fortuitousness of censorship.  

To explain this contrast, I focus on the everyday lived reality of censorship for both the 

owners and users of gay dating apps. The quotidian reality of censorship reflects the ways in 

which economic production, erotic practices of homosexuality, and censorship reciprocally shape 

one another. In its written form – a pile of plain documents – censorship says little about its 

political, economic, and cultural ramifications. Written regulations need to be grasped as in being 

constant and recursive interaction with both processes of implementation and responses on the 

part of those whom it regulates.  

With that in mind, this study approaches the censorship of homosexuality as a routine 

practiced on a daily basis for both gay dating apps and their users. I call this the lived reality of 

censorship. In the words of Jeroen de Kloet (2010, p.190), censorship constitutes everyday lives: 

“the forces of censorship reside as much inside us as they operate outside us.” Hence, the 

everyday lived reality of censorship sheds light on the relational practices of what the 

government allows and what gay dating apps and their users can achieve or afford. It highlights 

the challenges faced by Chinese gay dating apps. It also links to Chinese gay men’s quotidian 

lived experience in contexts of heteronormative conformity. For example: heterosexually 

married gay men divide their roles between being a husband in their families and a male 

homosexual seeking virtual same-sex intimacy on live streaming. In this way, this study turns the 

concept of censorship into a probe that helps us understand the intertwined political, economic, 

and cultural tensions surrounding Chinese gay dating apps.  

As an everyday lived reality, censorship of homosexuality shapes the contours of the 

political economy of Chinese gay dating apps (by impacting the government, investors, and 

users). What is more, it gives rise to a particular cultural politics with respect to users’ desires, 
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looks, gender/body normalcies, paid intimacy, and hetero/homo-normativity. Hence, censorship 

not only constrains this lived reality, but also produces the sexual, cultural, and economic worlds 

that Chinese male homosexuals inhabit. This is why this study introduces the notion of “the 

everyday lived reality of censorship.” In adopting this focus, my aim is not to challenge the fact 

that censorship is at the core of same-sex lives in China. Rather, I mean to dive into the lived 

experiences of censorship as it traverses various dimensions of technology, economy, sociality, 

subjectivity, and normativity.  

The political economy and cultural politics of Chinese gay dating apps present a counter-

intuitive reality: censorship and gay economies/erotic practices are not cast as opposites. Rather, 

they are seen as interdependent. Gay dating apps’ economic activities and users’ sexual and 

intimate practices depend on the ways in which they creatively negotiate censorship. As an 

evocative term, the everyday lived reality of censorship highlights the interdependacy of 

censorship and gay economies and users’ desires, as well as interactions among them. As an 

analytical tool, then, the everyday lived reality of censorship unveils the complex processes 

through which Chinese gay dating apps and their users live with censorship rather than under it. 

As such, this study does not minimize the pivotal role of censorship in the formation of same-sex 

living in China. Still, it analyzes how censorship is a productive force, foregrounding the ways in 

which censorship and gay dating apps mutually shape one another. In this way, the analysis itself 

reveals the complexity of the political economy and cultural politics of Chinese gay dating apps. 

Methodology 

 

To capture the economic complexities of gay dating apps and multiple facets of their usage, this 

study employs manifold of methods to collect data (see table 1). Following table 1, I will explain 

how each method is used and the data are analyzed. 
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Table 1. Data analyzed in this dissertation 

Methods/Sources Data Time 

The archive of Danlan 

http://www.danlan.org/  

A number of 653 published webpages read and 42 were 

included for content analysis. For the titles and links of 

the 42 webpages, see Appendix 1.   

June 2018 

Annual consumption reports of 

Chinese LGBT community 

Published by ZANK and Blued  

ZANK published two reports in 2014 and 2015 on this 

subject and Blued published three in 2014, 2015 and 

2016. I acquired the printed copy of ZANK’s reports 

during my visits to ZANK in Beijing. I downloaded 

Blued’s reports from the internet. 

January 2016 

Online questionnaire  17 users (aged 20–36) voluntarily filled out an online 

questionnaire on their browsing practices.  

March 2017 

Two-year internet ethnography 

on live streaming of Blued and 

Aloha (I observed ZANK live 

streaming for only a month). 

1. Observation notes on live streaming of Blued, 

Aloha, and ZANK. 

2. Online interview data with 30 viewers on 

Blued (gift-givers, aged 18–45). For their 

detailed information see Appendix 3.  

3. Screenshots of live streaming. Only those with 

permission are used in this dissertation. 

January 2016 to 

January 2018 

Three fieldtrips to Beijing and 

Shanghai 

1. Interview with Geng Le, founder and CEO of 

Blued (one time). 

2. Interviews with Ling Jueding, founder and 

CEO of ZANK (three times). 

3. Interview with Xiao Qiang, founder and CEO 

of Aloha (one time) 

4. Interviews with 14 gay streamers (11 on 

Blued and 3 on Aloha, aged 21– 35). For their 

detailed information see Appendix 2. 

January 2016 – 

February 2016 

 

December 2016 – 

February 2017 

 

April 2018 

 

The Danlan Website and Chinese LGBT Consumption Reports  

 

In Chapter 1, I provide a comparative analysis of Blued/Danlan and ZANK to trace the shifting 

political economic landscape of gay digital economies in China over the past two decades. Led 

by the puzzle of why the two apps had such different outcomes, despite developing under the 

same restrictive political conditions, I combined content analysis of the webpages published by 

http://www.danlan.org/
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Danlan (the former incarnation of Blued) and ZANK’s two consumption reports on the Chinese 

LGBT community with interviews with Geng Le (CEO of Blued) and Ling Jueding (CEO of 

ZANK). 

653 webpage documents in total were published by the end of 1 June 2018, with the first 

appearing on 27 June 2003. These webpages are comprised of original articles and republished 

media reports concerning Danlan/Blued. I approach these published webpages as an archive 

documenting the history of Danlan/Blued’s development. In particular, they detail the company’s 

struggles with censorship, as represented by a process of repeated closing-down and resumption. 

The selection of analyzed webpages was based on the recurring themes in their titles, such as 

“visitor donation”; “participation into social causes”; “HIV/AIDS”; “government officials visit 

Danlan”; “awards to Danlan/Blued” etc. In total, my analysis included 42 webpages (for the titles 

and links of the 42 webpages, see Appendix 1). I will give the dates of the webpage archives 

where these are used. 

Critically reading ZANK’s reports on Chinese LGBT consumption, I look at how the “pink 

economy” is defined and mobilized as a force for tongzhi identity politics in China.29  I also 

evaluate the political and cultural ramifications of ZANK’s strategy of associating 

homosexuality with consumption, which supposedly created a more “decent” homosexual 

identity. This analysis is further developed through interviews with Ling Jueding. 

My analyses in chapters of 3, 4, and 5 are based on data from internet ethnography and 

interviews, which will be detailed in the following two sub-sections. 

 

Internet Ethnography (including online questionnaire) 

 

I carried out internet ethnography on gay live streaming over a two-year period (January 2016 to 

January 2018). I chose Blued as my primary research object because it is the largest gay dating 

app, with a user base of 40 million worldwide. Aloha and ZANK were selected for comparative 

and additional analysis. In developing ethnographic strategies for the internet, Hine (2015) 

suggests a framework of embedded, embodied, and everyday internet use to explore how the 

internet is made meaningful in different settings. José van Dijck (2013) proposes studying social 

                                                
29 “Tongzhi” is a term frequently used by ZANK in all its consumption reports. During the interview, Ling Jueding 

refers to homosexuality as tongzhi. 
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media platforms as simultaneously a techno-cultural construct and a socioeconomic structure. 

The techno-cultural analysis investigates a digital platform’s technological infrastructure (e.g., 

data, algorithm, protocol, interface), users and usage (user agency), and content. The 

socioeconomic analysis examines a digital platform’s ownership, governance (e.g., Terms of 

Services), and business models. This study combines the means of data collection (internet 

ethnography) with the methods of techno-cultural and socioeconomic analyses. I will elaborate 

this combination below. 

The embedded internet means that internet is not an external agent that impacts upon society 

but a component of dynamic cultural practices that shape society (Hine, 2015). It is therefore 

important to observe how use practices (usage) enact a digital platform (protocol) in specific 

ways. With that in mind, I paid particular attention to how gay men perform streaming against 

censorship and how viewers interact with gay streamers using the multiple affordances of Blued, 

Aloha and ZANK.  

The idea of an embodied internet emphasizes that user bodies on the internet are socially 

situated and materially surrounded (Hine, 2015). The integration of bodily practices, material 

circumstances, and digital affordances gives rise to multiple productive tensions. To investigate 

how a platform’s technological infrastructure frames streaming practices in the presence of 

censorship, I signed up to be a live streamer on Blued and Aloha. To explore how streamers’ 

bodily performances affect viewers’ virtual gifting practices, I participated in sending virtual 

gifts on Blued and Aloha as a viewer.30 Rachel Spronk (2014, p.4) argues that sensual qualities 

of sexuality can be “mediators and shapers of social knowledge.” A focus on bodily sensations 

thus helps find out “how sexuality was embedded in social relations and meanings, and, therefore, 

how sexuality was related to processes of social transformation” (Spronk, 2014, p.7). In this 

spirit, I took notes on my own embodied experience, particularly when I was sexually or 

emotionally affected. These personalized embodied experiences helped me formulate interview 

questions for gay streamers. 

The everyday internet means that the internet has become the infrastructure within which 

people’s daily activities play out. We often overlook the ways in which this infrastructure shapes 

relations and actions (Hine, 2015). This is of critical importance for this study because Chinese 

gay dating apps provide a platform not only for hooking up but also for labor practices. José van 

                                                
30 I spent 200 Chinese yuan (US$ 30) each on Blued and Aloha for research purposes. 
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Dijck (2013) argues that a digital platform’s Terms of Services entail a contractual relationship 

between users and platforms. These governance rules are not fixed but a constant target of 

negotiations (van Dijck, 2013). For Chinese gay streamers, a constant negotiation of live 

streaming guidelines has been embedded in their performative labor practices. Analyzing the 

negotiation with the guidelines show how this process shapes users’ live streaming activities and 

sexual and emotional encounters, and how it also reconfigures users’ relations and actions in 

profound ways. 

As part of the internet ethnography, I conducted short interviews with 30 viewers (aged 18–

45, whom I have anonymized as V1 to V30 in this dissertation. (For detailed information on 

them, see Appendix 3). Immediately after I had observed them sending gifts, I invited the 

viewers to be interviewed via Blued Chat. The interviews were initiated only after I had obtained 

informed consent. My interview requests often interrupted viewers while they were immersed in 

live streaming. Accordingly, most only spent three to ten minutes talking with me, with the 

exception of V12 (a 41-year-old, heterosexually married man and private business owner). I 

interviewed him for over one hour through a voice call. Because of their concerns regarding the 

potential exposure of their sexual orientation, seven interviewed viewers declined to disclose 

their city of residence and occupation.  

For Chapter 2, I also used an online questionnaire to analyze how Blued’s users quantify 

their physical traits and personalities into data points that help them navigate networking. Blued 

has a function allowing users to reposition themselves on a built-in map. In choosing potential 

respondents, in March 2017 I pinned my Blued location to Beijing Sanlitun and Worker’s 

Stadium, which are considered to be the city’s gay hubs. In these two areas, I randomly collected 

and screenshot 108 user profiles whose texts of “About me” contained numbers, tags, and 

descriptions of physical features. I sent these 108 users individual messages asking whether they 

were interested in participating in this study. 17 people (aged 20–36) got back to me with a 

positive response. After acquiring their consent to use the information they displayed on Blued 

under pseudonyms, I sent them a web link to a page where they could answer questions on how 

they filter and sort data for socializing on Blued. Because the low number of respondents and the 

data collected only used in Chapter 2, I did not include the questionnaire into the appendix. 
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Fieldtrips and Interviews 

 

I conducted interviews with gay dating app founders and gay live streamers during three 

fieldwork trips to Beijing and Shanghai. The first period lasted one month (January – February 

2016). I visited the offices of Blued and ZANK to interview their founders Geng Le and Ling 

Jueding. Although both apps had received large venture investments, at this time neither of them 

had become profitable. I started the interviews (both electronically recorded) by asking the 

founders how they deal with government censorship. Following that, I asked questions about 

how they monetize their apps in face of unfavorable domestic policies on homosexuality. 

My second fieldwork trip to Beijing (December 2016 – February 2017) lasted three months. 

By then, Blued had become the forerunner in gay live streaming. Blued declined my request for a 

follow-up interview, citing “business secrets” as the reason for their refusal (personal 

communications with Blued PR, January 2017). To address this consequent lack of insiders’ 

insights into the development of live streaming on Blued, I refer to secondary material in the 

form of news articles containing interviews with Geng Le.  

At this time, competition among gay apps in the area of same-sex live streaming had 

escalated. On 13 February 2017, I paid a second visit to ZANK to investigate its development of 

live streaming. On this visit, my interview with Ling Jueding was informal. He allowed me to 

take notes. After our talk, he introduced me to ZANK’s live streaming operation manager 

(female, heterosexual). We exchanged WeChat (a Chinese messaging app). After I returned to 

Amsterdam, I informally interviewed the manager about ZANK’s censorship and streamer 

management.  

I made the third trip to Beijing in April 2018. At this time, ZANK had been closed for over a 

year. I met Ling Jueding at a restaurant close to his former office. Ling Jueding had dismissed all 

of his staff. We had a deep talk about censorship of homosexuality and digital gay politics in 

China more broadly. Although he was planning a new tech start-up, he had decided to give up 

homosexuality-related businesses. The conversation was not recorded. I took notes with his 

permission. On this trip, I also interviewed Xiao Qiang, the founder and CEO of Aloha. Xiao 

Qiang is a female entrepreneur. Her gay male friends inspired her to start up a gay business. In 

the two-hour interview, we discussed censorship, gay business and politics, live streaming, and 

gaming, among other things. The interview was electronically recorded. 
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On my second trip (December 2016 – February 2017), I also reached out to gay streamers 

for interviews. This created a number of issues. On the one hand, live streaming dissolves 

geographical boundaries among gay streamers who live right across China. The streamers that I 

contacted, it often turned out, did not live in Beijing or Shanghai. What is more, although I 

guaranteed anonymity and privacy, it was not always easy to convince gay streamers to agree to 

be interviewed. A significant number of gay streamers replied to me with a mixture of 

bewilderment and curiosity, as if gay live streaming was unworthy of academic inquiry. For 

ordinary Chinese gay men, a lack of mainstream representations of homosexuality has reinforced 

their notion of heteronormativity (Kang & Yang, 2009). Accordingly, they felt more comfortable 

living without drawing attention to their sexuality. Hence, a majority of the gay streamers I 

approached did not imagine that homosexual subjects could be studied in “serious” academia. In 

a way, their marginality made them feel safe. 

After many failed attempts to convince gay streamers to be interviewed, I turned to personal 

contacts for help. Invited by a gay friend to join a gay WeChat group with 500 members (500 are 

the maximum number of members that a WeChat group can have),31 four gay live streamers 

were interviewed (Hu, Xu, Yu, and Tu). At the end of the interviews, Hu introduced Zeng and 

Xian to this study. Another personal contact recommended Tao. And Tao further introduced his 

friend Cha to me. Through this snowball method, I recruited eight gay streamers. I interviewed 

another two gay streamers in relation to their event-based live streams: Ma broadcast the process 

of coming out to his parents on Aloha and Huang streamed sixteen hours non-stop in order to get 

onto Blued’s trending list. Three gay streamers agreed to be interviewed because they came from 

in and around my hometown – homesickness has a bonding effect in China. Adding to these 

interviewees, I also interviewed a white man (from New Zealand) working in Shanghai who 

streamed on Blued. In this dissertation I give him the pseudonym Adam. Eventually, I 

interviewed a total number of fourteen gay streamers (for detailed demographic information on 

them, see appendix 2). 

                                                
31 This WeChat group was dismissed by its owner on 23 February 2019. WeChat surveils all of the communications 

made on the platform. On 23 February 2019, a warning massage saying that “This chat group has reported a lot of 
violations by users, please use it in accordance with regulations” appeared at the top of the group. Fearing the legal 

liability, the owner terminated the group. “Provisions on the Administration of Internet Group Information Services” 

effected as of 8 October 2017 specifies that WeChat group owners are accountable for spreading illegal information 

including “pornography and obscenity,” “violence and terrorism,” and “misinformation and frauds” in chat groups 

(see http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2017-09/07/content_5223348.htm ). I observed that users of this WeChat group 

frequently used erotic same-sex emoji in their conversations. 

http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2017-09/07/content_5223348.htm
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Given the geographical diversity of my interviewees, nine interviews were conducted in 

cafés, four through WeChat voice call, and one via email. I aimed to hold face-to-face interviews 

with those live streamers living in Beijing or Shanghai – my field sites. Ten respondents met this 

criterion (seven streamed from Beijing and three from Shanghai). Since Adam was on holiday in 

New Zealand when I conducted my fieldwork in Shanghai, I interviewed him via email. The rest 

of the respondents streamed from Wuxi, Shenzhen, Xiamen, and Weifang – all in the east of 

China. All of the interviews were semi-structured and ran between thirty and 120 minutes in 

length. Before the interview, I articulated the aim of this study and guaranteed full anonymity 

and privacy. I also tried to request screenshots of their live videos for use in this dissertation and 

future publications. Six gay streamers gave their verbal permission in electronic recordings. 

Chapter Outline 

 

Chapter 1 conducts a comparative analysis of Blued and ZANK. It illustrates how censorship 

has shaped and transformed the political economic landscape of homosexuality over the past two 

decades, and how gay businesses and gay politics have become increasingly conflated in the 

process. I show that Blued and ZANK operate their businesses in different ways, particularly in 

how they relate to the government. Whereas Blued constantly adapted itself to government 

policies, ZANK distanced itself from the government. In the case of Blued, I show how China’s 

digital gay politics has been constructed on the basis of political equality, anti-HIV/AIDS related 

discrimination, and the economic visibility of gay consumer culture. For Blued, political 

resources accumulated from government-funded HIV/AIDS projects intertwined with economic 

development. ZANK, in contrast, become simultaneously detached and involved in politics. On 

the one hand, ZANK distanced itself from government engagement in the areas of HIV/AIDS 

and internet security. On the other hand, it aimed to stimulate consumption via gay identity 

politics. ZANK’s fall reveals that adherence to censorship alone cannot shield gay dating apps 

from political interference. As the case of Blued demonstrates, gay dating apps have to be 

flexible, adapting to authoritarian rules in exchange for additional security. Overall, this Chapter 

provides a critical perspective on Chinese gay politics beyond activism. 
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Chapter 2 turns to the analysis of Blued users. It investigates how users cope with censorship of 

homosexuality in their online dating lives. Early homosexual internet users quantified themselves 

into sequences of numbers. This chapter sheds light on how Blued extends this tendency by 

boiling down same-sex sexual/emotional desires into data points represented by numbers, tags, 

and labels. For Blued browsing, gay men are datafied with numbers and tags for users to sort and 

filter. For Blued live, gay men are evaluated by the yanzhi (颜值) algorithm, which literally 

means “value of a person’s face”. By gaming the data and shaping algorithmic outcomes, Blued 

produces an algorithmic sociality. Algorithms such as filter browsing and the yanzhi metric 

become ritual tools for users. This chapter ends with a critique on the justifications adduced to 

defend the social biases lurking in this algorithmic sociality. 

 

Chapter 3 foregrounds how gay live streamers’ self-censorship practices shape their affective 

encounters with viewers on Blued live streaming. Live streaming invites users to either perform 

themselves or watch gay men perform. Through paid virtual gifts that circulate as affective signs, 

live streaming fosters and intensifies viewers’ intimate attachments to gay streamers. As such, 

the virtual intimacy produced by gay live streaming has a significant economic component and is 

therefore associated with stigma. Consequently, gay streamers do not position streaming as a 

type of sex-related work and paying viewers do not portray gifts as consumption. The chapter 

argues that in understating the economic and sexual underpinnings of affective encounters 

mediated by live streaming, gay live streamers and viewers tend to not only reinforce 

heteronormativity, but also produce homonormativity. 

 

Chapter 4 analyzes the political economy of sexually affective data on Blued. It investigates 

how Blued’s tightening censorship on displays of same-sex eroticism gives rise to a form of 

intimate and emotional data production. This chapter argues that sexually affective data flows 

(e.g., virtual gifting, following, liking, commenting, and sharing) produced by gay streamers 

represent key corporate assets through which Blued attracts venture capital. These data are 

sexually affective in that they are produced within the parameters of same-sex desires such as 

infatuation, sexual arousal, and online intimacy (as opposed to rating a service and expressing an 

attitude). Unlike Western gay dating apps, which monetize users’ hooking up encounters, Blued 
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live streaming’s business model focuses on sexually attuned affective data in order to navigate 

around censorship. 

 

Chapter 5 discusses how Chinese gay live streamers purse online fame and are therefore 

labelled as wanghong (网红, internet celebrity) and mingyuan (名媛, socialite). In media 

portrayals, the two terms are often gendered female and linked to heterosexual cultures. When 

appropriated by gay men, however, the two labels are increasingly sexualized and associated 

with the stigmas of promiscuity, femininity, and transactional relationships. Gay streamers’ 

celebrity status is paradoxical, then, in that they are simultaneously desired and stigmatized. 

Based on interview data with gay live streamers, it seems that fame and infamy still matter in 

how gay streamers negotiate their celebrity status. Nonetheless, my argument in this chapter 

emphasizes how the negative feelings induced by censorship’s shaming of pornography and 

obscenity have been transformed into a productive force for reconstructing gay male 

subjectivities in China. In the pursuit of online fame, gay streamers became happy about their 

work and thus created and represented more desirable forms of self. In turn, their fame produces 

a collective gay culture articulated through wanghong and mingyuan.  


